
way that even Cbomsky.wouldn't deny: Any propositional at
titude can be thought consciously, ·for example If the agent is
asked (this seems the most natural reading of step 5). What
Freud, Cbomsky, and most cognitivists are denying is ofcourse
Dot that, -but rather that the possession of an attitude must be
ihtrospectibk. But put this way, Searle's claim seems awfully
implausible - for starters, introspective skills seem to vary
arbitrarily in. the population (see e.g. Nisbett & Wilson 1977);
for another, the attempt to do psychology under this constraint,
the "introspectionist"' psychology of a century ago, was a lu
.dierous 6ri.lure. Is Searle really advising a return to Wundt?

In any'case, if we are-to take'Searle's dispositional claim
seriously. we need to -have some idea of~e activating circum
stanceseTbe most we are told (steps 5, 6) is that they include the
absence of lesions and repression since. -at least in those cases,
even Searle agrees that someone's attitudes could be uncon
scious.- But "then suppose these lesions and repression- are
genetically determined, and gradually spread in the population
so that they become the normal condition of bumankind:
Wouldn't whatever--explanations we -now' apply -to these cases
apply then to the wbole pOpulation? And if this is possible, why
sbouldn't it be possible that we are in that evolutionary state
rigbt"now? Indeed, one could. take the work of Freud,. and
Chomsky to showjust that: that we've evolved into systems that
inherently suffer- from "natural" .lesions :and· repressions _that
render many attitudes inaccessible to introspection. It would be
scientifically most peculiar if the esplanatory power of Freud's
or Chomsky's theories depended upon this not being so:

Quite apart, however;fiom whether consciQusness is re
qtdred for Jrientation, a deeper problem for Searle is how it is
supposed to be ofany help. H there were no "objective" way to
draw the above:distinctions, I don't see how there could then be
any "subjective" ways either. First-person stances and privi
leges are all very iIice: I regularly enjoy them myself. ButI don't
see how they bring in the philosOphical wash. How is'introspec
tUm to tell me whether my introspected attitudes are literal or
metaphorical, whether, for exampl~, it is they that are causally
«,sponsible (recall sect. 5, 'para. 5) for my behavior?5 Are we
supposed to know intrOspectively that epiphenomenalism 'is
fulse? I don't.

Moreover, if there is -no objective fact about whether I mean
water or waterhood by "water," I don't see how -beati,ng my
breast and insisting on: a "subjective fact" will do any good. The
qU'estion is: Just what is the· fact on which I'm supposed to have
sucb a privileged grip? That by "water" 1 mean water and by
"waterhood" waterhood? Without any objective basis, this
seems no better than thinking you how how tall you are. by
pla¢ng your hand on your head to prove it- (Wittgenstein 1953,
p. 279). H there is no objective fact describable in tbirdcperson
terms, there seems to me nothing for me in the fiTst-person to be
right or wrong about; and so nothing for me to know (Searle
seems to'have provided finally the right target for the -private
language argument). In any case, Searle owes us an account of
precisely what these further nonobjective, essentially "subjec
tive facts" might be, and how they don't undermine the mate
rialism that he otherwise seems to want to believe.6

NOTES
1. Lest Searle reject this proposal as running afoul of his "Chines,e

Room," note that it is a proposal of a (Propositioned) representational
theory of mind. Whether one thiriks further that the Cliusal proceSses
involving representations are computatiohafdepends iIponwhat-'one
think.s of su~ "sociological phenomena" as the work 9£ for example
Tur4tg, Simon, Fodor, .an~.practicallythewhole ofC()gnitive psychola:
gy~ ~ee ,Rey (1986) for a defense of these latter enterprises ~gainst the
several "Room" fallilcies.· I.. . .'

2. S~le cdnsiders only very: crude be~aviotaJ and neural co'relate
proposals. He lIlight also consider for exarnpl,e Stampe (1977), Devitt
(1981), Dretske (1981; 1988), Millikan (1984), Block (1986), and Fodor
(1987: 1990).

3. He does suggest a kind of-1n-principleargument a little later,
claiming that, even were there neural correlates of intentional states,

Commentary/Searle: Consciousness and cognition

"there is still an: inference, and the specification of the neu
rophysiologicalin neurophySiological terms is not yet a speci6:ci.tioo of
the intentional" (step 3), Now, neural correlates may not be·the-best
~didates for ~pecifying in.tentions, bu~ 1 don't see theirin~
status as a proWem. There may always Qe an inference between water
~dHp, but the, latter is a ped'ectly good specification of'the fonner.

4. This isn't to say that there aren't more difficult cases that Searle
might have mentioned. For a more compelling case for Searle's claim,
see Bealeis (1984) adaptation ofQuines (1960) rabbitlrabbithood argu
ment to functionalist theoriesofmfud. But"Bealer's claims also suffer 85

negative conceivables.
S. Actually, it's not at all clear how instrospectible facts about aspec-

tual shape - which "canD.ot be coostituted:';by anyobjective~ (step
4,2)"- could themselves be causally eflicacious at all. I don't quite see
how Searle thinks he's succeeded in exbicating himself frQm his own
contradiction QJ' avoided classical epiphenomenalism.

6. I'm .grateful to Michael Devitt and Ken Taylor for comments on
earlier draftsof' this commentary.

On being accessible to eonsclousnell8 .

David M; Rosenthal
ZiF, UnI_t Bielefeld, 04800 Biolefeldl, West Gemrany and CIty
University of New Yorlc, Graduate sChool, New York, NY 10036-8099
EIocIronIc moll: drogc@Cunyvm.bItnet

Searle believes that the idea of intentional states that are-in
principle inaccessible to consciousness is incoherent. ,"[l}t is
incoherent, in the [rather special] sense that it cannotbemade
to cohere with what we already know to be. the case" ~,presum
ably the. Connection Principle and· the premises that .Searle
believes lead to it. No .explanation that posits such deep unoon
scious intentional states and processes,(henceforth "deepexpla
nati.ons'~can be true, he concludes, though some corresponding
explanation that is not literally intentional may well be.

Searle may well be' right that some deep explanations are
inviting largely "because we lack bardwareexplanations of the
auxin typC." And when connections hold among states with
content we probably infer too readily that the processes linking
those states also have content.· But Searle's examples' are of
questionable relevance. H, for example, the hardware circuitry
that keeps eyes pointed in the same· direction ran through
suitable regions,of the cortex, it would plainly be reasonableJo
suppose that mental processing plays some role.

In any case, Searle's master argument from the Connection
Principle fails to show that deep" explanations are never war.,
ranted. There are two main difficulties: the "in principle"
clause, and the role in the argument of aspectual shape.

Searle recognizes the need for clarity about what "in princi
ple~' means. An unconscious intentional state is, Searleclaims.'a
"possible conscious thought or experience" and be' explains
"possible" here in terms of "capable": unconScious intentional
states are. states "capable of causing subjective consciOus
thoughts." So, an unconscious intentional s.lcate is "in principle"
(he occasionally. says "intrinsically'~'accessibie to conscious
ness.if, and.only if, it· is "capable of causing the' conscious
experience. "

But :what does "capable" mean? In section 6, it emerges that a
state can be thus: ,capable even if there is· some hardwired
obstacle ;tothe relevant. causal· linkage, and that obstacle in
volves "nothing. pathological." This is reas()nable; a state .may
have distinctive causal powers even if, because of some hard·
wired, nonpathological blockage, those powers cannot be,r,ea!
ized. But wby wouldn't this degr~e ofiIlaccessibility be,enougb
for even the most hard-eore proponent of dee:p eXRlanations?
Unconscious intentional states might.w~ll, :£oJ; eXaIllple,.:<have:
the relevant causal powers even though.some hardware block·
age puts those states, as Cbomskysuggests (Note 1), "beyond
the· reach of conscious introspection." Even granting the Cpo
nection Principle, the difficulty for deep explanation does not
follow.'
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The Connection Principle, however, is itseHdubious at best.
All intentional states, conscious or· not, have aspectual shape.
searle's argument is that unconscious· intentional states consist
wholly iIi neurophysiological pheno'mena, .but their aspeCtllal
shape"caonOt be constituted oy such facts." Searle also claims,
ho."'ever, that "it •. ,is reasonably clear how ... conscious
thoughts and experiences" have aspectual shape. So the orily
~y_for unconscious. intentional states to have aspectual shape is
byhaving__the' power, to cause.states,-thal, by virtue of being
conscious, have' aspectual shape directly and in the primary
sense. Thus unConscious intentional-states in effect have aspec
tual shape' only indirectly."

Why dOCli Searle·think aSpectual shape is unproblematic in
the case OfcorisCious intentional states? P;resumably because of
itstie l()agents' points"ofyiew:---'[A}speCtUal shape must matter
lo:the'agent. It is : .. from the agent's point pf'view that he can
want water witbol,lt wanting H 20."

But what matters may notinatter consciously. Conscious
intentional.states matter in part because oftheir effect on other
intentional .~tate~, bo~,CO()SCio~ and;'.un~nsci.ous; the sam~e
holds for urioonscious futentlonal'states/rbu5 my luictJnscious
desire is for water but not H 20 if} believe the two to be dilfe~ent

and my desire would be satisfied by what I believe to be water
but not-.vhat I believe' to be H.O. All these beliefsDlay
themselves' be unconscious. In thiscase } uncons¢iously ~t
something as water, and not as H 20; similarly.for other uncon
scious,- iilteiltional states., The ,causal coooectlons my' unron':'
scious: futentloIial'stateshave to other· intentional'states; which
may, ·theinselvesnot~ihe conscious" ·"manifests: their aspectual
shape and- howAtmatters'to -me. __ By the same,tokeri, an'agent's
point.ofvicw"need not be wholly. conscious;, one's unconscious
beliefs and desires parti;illy define one's point ofview. Thus the
tie·betweenaspecluatshape,and.viewpoint does not guarantee a
connection :between aspectual,shape and consciousness.

Searle wouId-respond!that'aIl this makes no sense unless the
relevant, unconscious states--cah- prodJice,conscious states with
theirelevantaspectual' shape~ .But why? One's conscious -fitst
person:':perspective doubtless- reveals the 'aspectual--shape of
one'sintentional states, but that hardly shows that ilspectual
shape:cannot existunconsciously. Nor does consciousness in'any
way".help explain aspectuaI shape. Differences in aspectual
sliape' are'differences"in how something· is: represented; so to
explain aspectual shape we must have a theory. of content.

Differences iri,aspectual'shape also emerge·with speech acts;
the:reason speech acts can he about waterbut.-not about H 20 is
because of'the words they use. Searle may think this kind of
explanation is umivailable fot .intentional: states because such
states have' no, IiIedium"correspondiilg ''to-the words ,of speech
acts;3'But he-also,eoncedes·that «the mental simply is neu
rophysiological'at a higher level"" (Nnte4); as he puts it else
where, intentional states have phySical "forms·of-realization"
(Searle 1983, p. IS). So neurophysiological differences can help
explain differences'in theaspectual shape ofintentional states in
just the way that different words do for speech acts.

Searle insists that·, neurophysiological ,.differences cannot
make fOJ:·difI'erence-s in aspecttial shape'~ A certain; ambiguity
threatens here. Searle puts his point this way: "No set of
neurophysiological facts under neurophysiological descriptions
constitutes aspectual facts." This is undeniably so, but only
because facts are ~lative'tu":how, we;de'scribe<things. 4 Describ
ing .thingsneurophysiologically is, of course,' different from
describing them in terDIs of aspectual shape.
. But "'the mentaIsimply is the· neurophysiological at a higher

lever' (Note 4):5 Soi even though we caonotdescribe aspectual
shape'.iJj neurophysiological terms; aspectual 'hape is still a
prop¢rtY:,.ofneurophySiologlcal states'. There is thus no,reason
why~thoseI1Elurophysiological states thatare unconscious inten:"
tionalstatescaDnot Have aspectual shape. Searle cannot·invoke
here t4e ':cou'nectionbetween aspectual shape: and con
sCiousness, since 'that very connection-Bat issue. ,So the -neu-
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rophysiological character ofuncoQscious states does not prevent
them from having aspectual shape in their own right,

Moreover, ifthe mental is simply the neurophysiological."at a
higher' level," even conscious intentional states are neu
rophysiologi~states. Since consciousness itself is a property of
neurophysiological states, why cao't aspectual shape be, as well?
Again, it begs the question to appeal here to the alleged tie
hetweenconsciousness and aspectual shape.

Searle argues that unconscious intentional states are: purely
neUrophysiological by considering the intentional states of un
conscious ,people. This strategy conceals an important distinc
tion. Unconscious iiltentional states also occur when we are
awake, and thus conscious. Despite connections between them,
what it is·for a state to be conscious is distinct from what it is for a
creature to- be conscious.

SeRTle assumes that no facts other than neurophysiological
facts.or the fact of consciousness could explain aspectuaI shape
and neurophysiological facts plainly caonot do so. If so,.we
cannot understand intentionality without understanding what it
is for an intentional state to.,be conscious. This arguably makes it
more difficult, and perhaps impossible, to explain such con
sciousness; intentionality is plainly far harder to understand ifit
is· essentially conscious. 6 In the absence of more compelling
argument, 'therefore, we should reject the tie Searle hopes to
forge between aspectual'shapeiand consciousness.

NOTES .
1. NOr is it wholly ~bvious that cognitive ~ence re<tuires deep

explanations. In the quoted passage ChoIJ,lsky bimseJI hardly s.eems
wedded to deep explanatiOns: The posited states "mail be ... eoen
beyond the reach of conscious inrrospection" (my emphasis). ShaDow
unConscious intentional states that are for practical purposes inaccessi
ble to consciousness would presumably suffice for most or all theoretical
purposes in cognitive science.

2. Indeed. it is .unclear why. Searle does not conclude .that unCOD:
scious .states, though, accessible to co~sciousness, have merely as-if
asPectuaJ shape, and thus only as-if intentionality.

Searle's views about unconsqious intentionality. are reminiscent ofhiS
claims about intrinsic and derived iIitentioaality. The intentionality of
speech is "-derived," be maintains, in that "the direction of logical
analysis is to eXplain language in terms of [the] IntentionalitY. [of the
mental]" (Searle 1983, p. 5). Similarly, he now urges that ewe can
understand unconscious intentionality only in ' terms of conscious
intentionality.

3; .Searle argues from the lack of a mental medium. to the intrinsic
intentionalitY of inten~alstates in Searle 1983, pp. 27-29). See
Rosenthal 1985 for discussion of this point. '

4. Similarly with phenomena, which Searle also invokes in putting
the point.

5.. Searle's claim that "there is no aspectual shape at the level of
neurons an:d syluipses" presumably trades on a notion of '1ever such
that the neurophysiological level is' the level of neurophysiological
de.criptWn.

6. See (Rosenthal 1986; 1990) on this point, and also for how con
sciousness can be explained ·if intentionality is independent of
consciousness.

When functions are causes

Jonathan SChull
tI~ CcIIege,He_.PA 19041
E........1c moll: jschuH®hvrlDrd.bilnet

I think Searle is right in calling attention to the tacit but
unacknowledged question ofconsciousness in cognitive science
and the need fora "Darwlnian" revolution in the explanation of
mind-body rela~on~. ,He gets the significanc'{~ of DarWirrlsm
wrong, however, conflating intentionality with regularity and
rnle-following and intrinsic intentionality with subjective con
sciousness. When these errors are corrected, the implications of
Searle's interesting' discussion are hardly what he supposes.
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